Celebrant – Led
Outdoor Wedding, Bespoke Ceremonies & Renewal of Vows
Celebrant Weddings are a bespoke, made to measure ceremony for couples, combining very carefully chosen unique elements,
into one amazing celebration. Traditionally, weddings take place in a church or approved venue, where a registrar will arrive at a
designated time to deliver prescribed words. With a celebrant wedding ceremony, it is possible for you to have the ceremony
personally written for you, Whether you want solemn and intense, heartfelt and emotional, flamboyant, fun or passionate, the
celebrant will help you in delivering the perfect content for you, to be delivered at a time to suit you, and writing the content for
the length of ceremony to suit you.
Ceremonies within our Gardens
A celebrant wedding service can take place in a number of places within our gardens, with the picturesque Staffordshire Peak
District as your photographic backdrop. With outdoor seating* for up to 40 guests and standing space for the remainder. In the
event of poor weather conditions, we would set up the ceremony, to be held within our main function room. This decision would
be made jointly between yourselves and us on the morning of the ceremony.
* Chairs used for outdoor ceremonies are separate from chairs used within the function room

The Legal Stuff
Celebrant led ceremonies are not legally recognised.in the UK. Therefore, there is a requirement to arrange and attend a simple
legal declaration undertaking, at a Register office before the actual ceremony. Couples usually arrange for this to be completed a
day or two before the date of their celebrant led ceremony.
The Celebrant would be happy to advise on this process or details can be obtained from Staffordshire Registration Services.
Renewal of Vows
Looking to celebrate and mark a special anniversary? Using a Celebrant service means that the same bespoke service is available
in making your ceremony your own. Maybe bringing together children of the relationship, to participate in your ceremony,
alongside you, recognising their importance on your journey together. Acknowledging your strengths together after tough times,
or perhaps having the wedding ceremony of your dreams – that the first time round you weren’t able to have for whatever
reason. Creating magical memories.
Collaboration Ceremonies
Working alongside the Staffordshire Registration service, We are also able to offer the services of having a “combination service”
where both the Registrar and Celebrant attend and deliver the ceremony together, enabling the legal parts to be incorporated
into the ceremony, making the ceremony a legally binding one
local celebrants
(This is just a few listed, please feel free to search the internet for more)
Cariad Personal Ceremonies http://www.cariad-personalceremonies.co.uk/
For Life’s Journey https://forlifesjourney.co.uk/
Katrina May Celebrant

https://celebrantkatrinanorthwest.co.uk/

Sparkle Ceremonies https://sparkleceremonies.co.uk/
It is the responsibility of the couple to book and arrange the attendance of the Celebrant.

